PLANNING COMMISSION AGENDA
CITY OF PRAIRIE VILLAGE
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 5, 2019
7700 MISSION ROAD
COUNCIL CHAMBERS

7:00 P.M.

I.

ROLL CALL

II.

APPROVAL OF PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES – OCTOBER 1, 2019

III.

PUBLIC HEARINGS
None

IV.

V.

NON-PUBLIC HEARINGS
PC2019-121

Site Plan Application – Exception to
Neighborhood Design Standards - 19.08.025
Subsection E - Building Foundation Height
2211 W. 73rd Street
Zoning: R-1B
Applicant: Brian Kuhn - BK Builds, LLC

PC2019-122

New Monument Sign Application
CFD#2 – 7810 Mission Road
Zoning: R-1A
Applicant: Paul Hontz – Architectural Stone Products

OTHER BUSINESS
Consider Approval of Zoning Regulation Interpretations

VI.

ADJOURNMENT

Plans available at City Hall if applicable
If you cannot be present, comments can be made by e-mail to
cityclerk@pvkansas.com
*Any Commission members having a conflict of interest, shall acknowledge that conflict prior to
the hearing of an application, shall not participate in the hearing or discussion, shall not vote on
the issue and shall vacate their position at the table until the conclusion of the hearing.

PLANNING COMMISSION MINUTES
October 1, 2019
ROLL CALL
The Planning Commission of the City of Prairie Village met in regular session on Tuesday,
October 1, 2019 in the Council Chambers at 7700 Mission Road. Chair Nancy Wallerstein
called the meeting to order at 7:00 p.m. with the following members present: James
Breneman, Patrick Lenahan, Melissa Brown, Greg Wolf and Jeffrey Valentino.
The following individuals were present in their advisory capacity to the Planning
Commission: Chris Brewster, Gould Evans; Jamie Robichaud, Deputy City Administrator;
Mitch Dringman, City Building Official; Ron Nelson, Council Liaison; David Waters,
attorney with Lathrop and Gage; and Adam Geffert, City Clerk/Planning Commission
Secretary.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
Mr. Breneman moved for the approval of the minutes of the September 10 regular
Planning Commission meeting as presented. Mr. Wolf seconded the motion, which
passed 6-0.
A motion to change the order of the agenda to hold the non-public hearing first was made
by Mr. Lenahan. Mr. Breneman seconded the motion, which passed unanimously.
NON-PUBLIC HEARINGS
PC2019-118
Site Plan Application – 4309 W. 75th Street
Mr. Brewster stated the application was for an exception to the fence setback,
specifically the side setback for the lot. Zoning ordinance requires a fence setback in
this scenario to be greater than either 15 feet from the right of way or half the depth of
the adjacent front yard. In this case, the adjacent building to the south is approximately
70 feet from the front lot on Fontana Street, which would require a fence to be 35 feet
from the side lot line on Fontana Street. The applicant has requested that the fence be
constructed 13 feet from the side lot along Fontana Street.
Mr. Lenahan asked why the applicant wanted to build the fence in the proposed
location. Jill Rogers, the applicant, stated that changing the placement of the fence
would look odd based on the location of the garage, and would cut into the yard line. Mr.
Dringman added that the plan was preferred as it lined up with the corner of the garage.
Mr. Wolf made a motion to approve the site plan as presented. Mr. Breneman seconded
the motion, which passed unanimously.
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PUBLIC HEARINGS
PC2019-120
Proposed revisions to the Prairie Village Zoning Regulations applicable
to Chapters 19.02, 19.06, 19.08, 19.10, 19.12, 19.14, 19.16, 19.18,
19.20, 19.22, 19.23, 19.27, 19.28, 19.30, 19.32, 19.33, 19.34, 19.44,
19.47, 19.48, and 19.50
Mr. Brewster stated that the public hearing was being held to review numerous zoning
updates that had been under consideration for quite some time. Updates included policy
and planning issues, special tasks, on-going issues and a “clean-up” of outdated sections.
Specifically, updates had been made to the following sections:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Landscape standards
Sign standards
Site plan review criteria
Alternative energy systems
Conditional use permits, special use permits and districts
Clean-up items
Wireless facilities

Landscape standards – The city did not have landscape standards in the past, so the site
plan review process was used to develop acceptable landscape results. The new
standards define requirements for streetscapes, along building foundations, parking and
buffers. Planting location guidelines are flexible, giving staff and the Planning Commission
the ability to grant exceptions based on percentages of dimensions.
Mrs. Wallerstein asked that the language in section 19.47.050(A), located on page 60 of
Ordinance 2407, be changed to say “up to 25% of any plant requirement”.
Sign standards – Mr. Brewster stated changes were made to better organize and simplify
the section. Sign types were broken into four categories: wall signs, monument signs,
pedestrian signs and temporary signs. Pedestrian signs are defined as small signs at
building entrances or on storefronts. The updates also more clearly define exempt signs,
such as flags, window signs, construction signs and for sale/lease signs. Permits will still
be needed for signs as long as they fall within certain parameters of the requirements.
Lastly, multi-tenant requirements and guidelines were improved.
Site plan review criteria – Mr. Brewster said that updates to this section were made to
improve the criteria and give applicants clearer expectations based on difficult
applications reviewed by the Planning Commission in the past. Specifically, the changes
are focused on good land planning and site engineering design principles, as well as the
architectural quality of buildings and their compatibility with the surrounding
neighborhood. Factors to be considered include materials, scale, and character of the
area.
Alternative energy systems – Updates include the codification of a recent Planning
Commission interpretation of roof-integrated solar energy systems, as well as the
clarification of what “visibility from the street” means. Additionally, the updates allow for
2

more flexibility in the approval of these systems; roof-mounted installations as well as
those mounted to a vertical wall that meet the standards set in this section will only require
a building permit. Installations that do not meet the standards, such as systems that
project higher off the roof, would require site plan review by the Planning Commission.
The section also clarifies regulations for wind and geothermal energy systems.
Conditional use permits, special use permits, uses and districts – Updates to this section
clarify the difference between conditional use permits and special use permits. Generally,
conditional use permits are used for more routine applications that meet specific criteria
or performance standards. Special use permits are reserved for unique projects that
require more thorough review. Conditional use permits can be approved by the Planning
Commission, whereas special use permits require a public hearing, a recommendation
from the Planning Commission, and final approval by City Council. Allowed uses in zoning
districts were also clarified and detailed in a chart.
Clean-up items – Two items from neighborhood design standards were updated: a
description of the coordination with Public Works on utilizing their right-of-way tree list, as
well as terminology defining street trees, private trees and frontage trees. Property owners
must obtain a permit to plant a tree in the right-of-way. Lastly, rear yard exception
encroachments for porches and other building structures were reinstated to 12 feet.
Wireless communications facilities – David Waters discussed updates to regulations that
have resulted from changes in wireless technology as well as state and federal laws. He
noted that fewer full-sized wireless towers would be built in the future, as providers have
generally switched to the installation of “small cell” antennas placed on existing structures.
Further, the wireless industry has been successful in convincing states and the FCC to
reduce municipal regulations. “Eligible facility requests”, such as the removal and
replacement of equipment at an existing facility cannot be prevented by a municipality.
Mr. Wolf asked if eligible facility request applications would need to come before the
Planning Commission going forward. Mr. Waters stated that they would only require
administrative approval, and the turnaround time for an application to be approved had
been reduced to 60 days for co-location of a small cell antenna on an existing structure,
and 90 days for non-small cell installations. New facilities, including the construction of
new towers, would still require a special use permit and a 90-day turnaround period. Mrs.
Wallerstein asked how antennas on structures such as church steeples would be
impacted. Mr. Waters stated that aesthetic and design criteria are now less restrictive, but
still appear to be reasonable. He added that antennas are not allowed on decorative
streetlights.
Mr. Waters continued, stating that cities can no longer require the co-location of providers
on a facility, or reject the construction of a new facility due to availability at other potential
locations. Environmental restrictions have also been relaxed, and all approvals must last
for a period of 10 years or more. Lastly, cities are not allowed to impose unreasonable
landscape requirements.
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Mr. Breneman noted that there was inconsistency in the height of utility cabinet boxes on
pages 24, 36 and 52 of the proposed ordinance. Additionally, the sizes of small, medium
and large offices in section 19.02.397 are inaccurate. Mr. Lenahan noted that sections
19.30.055, 19.33.050 and 19.34.020(A) were inconsistent as well. Mr. Waters stated that
the ordinance would be reviewed to address these concerns before the final draft is put
before the Council for final approval.
Mrs. Wallerstein opened the public hearing at 8:38 p.m. With no one present to speak,
Mrs. Wallerstein closed the hearing at 8:39 p.m.
Mr. Wolf made a motion to approve the revised zoning regulations with the amendments
suggested during the meeting. Mr. Breneman seconded the motion, which passed
unanimously.
OTHER BUSINESS
ADJOURNMENT
With no further business to come before the Commission, Chair Nancy Wallerstein
adjourned the meeting at 8:40 p.m.
Nancy Wallerstein
Chair
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Prairie Village Planning Commission
Chris Brewster, Gould Evans, Planning Consultant
November 5, 2019, Planning Commission Meeting

Application:

PC 2019-121

Request:

Exception – Site Plan Review for Raised Foundation

Property Address:

2211 W. 73rd Street.

Action:

An exception to the neighborhood design standards requires the
Planning Commission to review a site plan, and based on specific
criteria the Planning Commission may grant exceptions.

Applicant:

BK Builds, LLC, for Nate and Sadie Heckerson

Current Zoning and Land Use:

R-1B Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings

Surrounding Zoning and Land Use: North:
East:
South:
West:

R-1B Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings
R-1B Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings
R-1B Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings
R-1B Single-Family Residential - Single-Family Dwellings

Legal Description:

GRANTHURST ALL LOT 289 & E ½ LOT 290 PVC-3699

Property Area:

.18 Ac (7,776 sq. ft.)

Related Case Files:

N/A

Attachments:

Application, Site Plan, Elevations

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2019-121
November 5, 2019 - Page 2
General Location Map

Aerial Map

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2019-121
November 5, 2019 - Page 3
Lot

Birdseye View

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2019-121
November 5, 2019 - Page 4

Street View

Subject property looking south at 2211 W. 73rd Street.

Streetscape looking west on 73rd Street, subject property in background on the left

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2019-121
November 5, 2019 - Page 5

COMMENTS:
The applicant is requesting an exception to the building foundation height requirement of the Neighborhood
Design Standards in Section 19.08.025.E, and to build a new structure with top of foundation that is
approximately 2.34 feet higher than the existing home elevation, for a property located at 2211 W. 73rd
Street. The intent of this section is to address the scale and height of new structures as old homes are torn
down and new homes are built, and to prevent homes from grading up to gain additional height or volume
in the structure.
Section 19.08.025.E has two corresponding requirements:


New residential structures shall have a top of foundation between 6 inches and 24 inches above
the finished grade along the front facade.



No new structure may be built with a top of foundation more than 12 inches higher than the top of
foundation of a previous existing home.

In this case, the previous home had a finished floor elevation of approximately 994.66. The lot has elevation
contours between 993 and 995 feet. Adjacent homes have finished floor elevations of 995.3 (east side)
and 995.49 (west side). The applicant is proposing that the new house has a garage floor elevation of 994
feet, a top of foundation of 996 feet and a finished floor elevation of 997 feet. This would place the new top
of foundation approximately 2.3 feet higher than the previous top of foundation – more than the 1-foot
increase allowed by the regulations.
This proposal is justified on the rationale to get drainage away from the house where surrounding elevation
contours at the foundation are between 994 and 995, and to get positive drainage on the driveway from the
garage to the street / top of curb (approximately 994 to 991 across 35 feet. The applicant has submitted a
survey, site plan, elevations and neighborhood meeting minutes to support the proposal.
Section 19.08.025.F. provides that the Planning Commission may grant exceptions to any of the
Neighborhood Design standards, including the foundation height standards, subject to the site plan process.
It includes the following criteria relevant to this specific application:
2. Any exception dealing with the placement of the building is consistent with sound planning,
urban design and engineering practices when considering the site and its context within the
neighborhood.
3. The placement and orientation of the main mass, accessory elements, garages and driveways
considers the high points and low points of the grade and locates them in such a way to
minimize the perceived massing of the building from the streetscape and abutting lots.
...
6. The exception will equally or better serve the design objectives stated in Section 19.08.025.A
and the intent stated for the particular standard being altered.
[19.08.025.F.]
In this case, the design objectives relevant to this exception include:
4. Manage the relationship of adjacent buildings and promote compatible transitions.
...
6. Locate and orient buildings to maintain the existing grade of the street, block and lot frontages
and design them in a manner that reduces the perceived massing from the streetscape and
abutting lots.
[19.08.025.A]
Additionally, the Building Foundation section also has the following criteria for exceptions to the foundation
height limits:

STAFF REPORT (continued)

PC 2019-121
November 5, 2019 - Page 6

a.

the design of the building elevations, and specifically any design details that reduce the scale
and massing of the building compared to what could otherwise be built under the zoning
standards.

b.

The relationship of the proposed dwelling to existing structures, and whether their grading,
elevation and design sis appropriate for the context.

c.

Any special considerations of the lot with respect to the existing grades, propose appropriate
grades and the drainage patterns in relation to adjacent properties and the proposed structure.

[19.08.025.E.5.]
The applicant has included elevations and plans that demonstrate that all other neighborhood design
standards will be met. The intent of the building foundation height standards is to limit the perceived scale
and massing of homes with reasonable elevations of the top of foundation. Additionally a limit based on
the elevation of the previous home is included to reduce the impact of “grading up” to get additional volume
or height in homes (1’ above previous home). Due to many existing homes being built at or close to grade,
it was anticipated that many homes might need an exception to this later standard to address existing
drainage and grading issues.
The proposed applications appears consistent with the exception criteria. The lot is flat and low relative to
adjacent properties, and the proposed grading and drainage plan would improve the flow of runoff with
regard to the buildable area of the lot. Additionally, the previously home was built very close to the existing
grade, setting a low threshold for any new homes, and each of the existing adjacent homes has foundations
and first floor elevations above the previous home. The proposed home will meet all of the other applicable
design standards.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the exception, subject to the following conditions:
1. The exception is limited to the plans included in the application and specifically the proposed top of
foundation at the proposed 996 elevation contour.
2. The applicant receive all necessary drainage permits and impervious surface approvals from Public
Works prior to building permits.
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NOTES
1. BUILDER TO VERIFY ALL
BUILDING ELEVATIONS AND
DIMENSIONS.

LEGAL DESCRIPTION
LOT 289 AND THE EAST
HALF OF LOT 290,
GRANTHURST, A
SUBDIVISION AS
RECORDED IN PRAIRIE
VILLAGE, JOHNSON
COUNTY, KANSAS.

2. THIS PLOT PLAN DOES NOT
CONSTITUTE A BOUNDARY
SURVEY.
3. THE EASEMENTS SHOWN ON
THIS PLOT PLAN ARE TAKEN
FROM THE FINAL PLAT. OTHER
EASEMENTS MAY EXIST.

E NGINEERING
S OLUTIONS

ENGINEERING & SURVEYING
50 SE 30TH STREET
LEE'S SUMMIT, MO 64082
P:(816) 623-9888 F:(816)623-9849
WWW.ENGINEERINGSOLUTIONKC.COM
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STANDARD
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MSFE = 989.59
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2211 W 73RD ST
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LOT INFORMATION
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B.L. = BUILDING LINE
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STAFF REPORT
TO:
FROM:
DATE:

Prairie Village Planning Commission
Chris Brewster, Gould Evans, Planning Consultant
November 5, 2016, Planning Commission Meeting

Application:

PC 2019-122

Request:

Site Plan for Monument Sign

Property Address:

7810 Mission Road

Applicant:

Architectural Stone Products, for Consolidated Fire District #2

Current Zoning and Land Use:

R-1A Single Family Residential – Fire Station & Church

Surrounding Zoning and Land Use: North: R-1A Single Family Residential – Municipal Complex
East: R-1A Single Family Residential District - Church
South: R-1A Single Family Residential District – Church and R-P4 Planned
Residential - Townhomes
West: R-1A Single Family Residential District - Park
Legal Description:

JOHNSON COUNTY CONSOLIDATED FIRE DISTRICT NO.2, Lot
1

Property Area:

1.05 acres (45,819 s.f.)

Related Case Files:

PC 2017-104, Site Plan and Lot Line Adjustment

Attachments:

Application, Plans
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Aerial Map
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Site

Street View

Street view at 7810 Mission Road with sign location to left of entrance.
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BACKGROUND:
The applicant is requesting approval of a monument sign associated with a municipal building in the R-1A
zoning district.
The Planning Commission approved a site plan and lot line adjustment for the new fire station on a
previously existing non-conforming lot at 7810 Mission Road. The lot was non-conforming due to the lack
of frontage on Mission Road, but buildable under the City’s non-conforming lot provisions. The site plan
included an access easement across the property to the east that fronts on Mission Road. This plan
included a wall and gate design at the entry, but a design for a monument sign was not included at the time.
This application is for a monument sign located to the west of parking pad in the easement entry to the lot.
The design of the sign is consistent with the City Hall sign design, including “mosaic” stone veneer base
and buff capstone, with a faded black sign panel.
ANALYSIS OF PROPOSED SIGN STANDARDS:
Community buildings permitted in residential districts are permitted up to two signs identifying the property
(wall or monument). [19.48.020.A.1.] The moment signs are subject to the generally city-wide monument
sign standards:


Up to 20 square feet sign area (sign panel only; associated structures and bases excluded)



Up to 5 feet high;



Minimum 12’ from any public street curb or 3’ from any property line.



Permanent base building materials similar to those used for the building or on the site.



All monument signs require review and approval by the Planning Commission.

[19.48.015.M]
The proposed sign meets all of the above standards. The stone monument and cap stone is the tallest
part of the sign at 5’ high. Although the sign panel shown in the dimensions occupies an area of
approximately 30 square feet (75” x 58”), the sign measurement meets the 20 square feet requirement
due to the following:


The arched top means the sign panel does not take up the entire dimensioned area and removes
some space from what is the calculated sign area (approximately 1 to 1.5 square feet);



The stone monument angles in approximately 4 inches into the sign, removing some area
(approximately .5 to .75 square feet);



The base extending across nearly the entire sign is excluded from sign area calculations
(approximately 7.5 to 9.75 square feet).

Due to the irregular shape of the sign panel, and based on these calculations, the measurable area of the
sign has been determined to be between 18.5 to 20.5 square feet, and meets the intent and design
standard of the sign regulations.
The sign appears to be located in the access easement granted to the Fire District. However, permission
from the property owner and verification of the easement allowing the sign at this location should be
verified prior to construction permits. This location is well back of the exit to Mission Road and does not
present any sight distance obstructions.
RECOMMENDATION:
Staff recommends approval of the proposed monument sign subject to the following:


The easement allowing a sign at this location (or other permission or grant by the property owner)
be verified prior to final permits.

Zoning Ordinance & Design Review Interpretation
Date:
Section/Topic:

October 21, 2019
19.06.025.D.2 and 19.08.025.D.2 - Wall Planes

Issued By:
Endorsed By:

Chris Brewster, Contract City Planner
[PC/BZA, and date, if at all]

Summary of Requirement
The neighborhood design standards address building massing as an element of compatible design. Some standards are based on the relationship of wall planes to
adjacent property, to the building and lot, and to design features on the wall plane. This requires a determination of what constitutes the “wall plane” for measuring
these standards.

Interpretation
The wall plane for standards addressing the side elevation includes the basic mass nearest the side property line. It may exclude the following: any wall plane
more than 12’ from the facade closest to the property line; any portion of an exposed foundation; portions of pitched roofs; fascia, sill plates or other ornamental trim;
unenclosed projections such as porches and patios, provided wall planes associated with roof or low walls would count, and any enclosure of the projection whether
screen, window or wall would count.

Rationale
The wall plane establishes the basis for applying other standards that break down the volume of the building. Portions of an elevation far removed from the side
lot line (i.e. 12’ is far enough to create a wing or secondary mass of a room addition), unenclosed projections or elements associated with the foundation, roofs,
and associated trim, are components that are furthering this goal of breaking down the volume of the building and should not count to the wall plane basis, despite
appearing in an elevation. Only components that contribute to the appearance or perception of the overall mass along the side lot line should count.
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Dormers, side of eaves or other projections count if within 12’ of
forward most part of a side elevation.

Foundation and still plate do not count unless the siding is carried
down the foundation and is the same material as the wall;
Fascia or sloped roofs that appear in the elevation do not count.

Not Count
Count

Wall planes of unenclosed projections count;
The entire projection may count if enclosed by window, screens or
other walls.

Side Elevation Within 12’ of Building Edge.

Zoning Ordinance & Design Review Interpretation
Date:
Section/Topic:

October 21, 2019
19.06.025.D.1 and 19.08.025.D.1 - Windows
and Entrances

Issued By:
Endorsed By:

Chris Brewster, Contract City Planner
[PC/BZA, and date, if at all]

Summary of Requirement
The neighborhood design standards require building elevations to be broken down into smaller components with massing and details. The standards require at least
8% window openings on side elevations (and 15% of front and rear).

Interpretation
The 8% applies to the wall plane closest to the side lot line, which includes all of the wall plane elements within 12’ of that wall plane nearest the side lot line. [See
Wall Plane interpretation]. Additionally, up to 3% of the total of this requirement may include ornamental features such as trim or ornamental details grouping
openings together. Faux openings and garage doors do not count.

Rationale
The intent of the window and door opening standard is to eliminate large expanses of blank walls and improve the human-scale relationship between buildings and
other lots – particularly those nearest frontages and side lot lines. Portions of elevations removed from this elevation should not count to the basis of this standard.
However, larger wall planes that are a significant part of the overall elevation even though 12’ or more feet back (such as a side wing or room addition), should meet
this percentage independently for that component of the building. Garage doors or features purely for decoration do not meet the intent and do not count towards the
requirement.
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Does not count

Counts

Counts up to 3%

Garage doors do not count;
Faux windows, doors or gable vents that are architectural elements but not openings do not count.

Actual windows and door openings count.

At least 5%
At least 8%
Side Elevation -- At least 8% of wall plane area.

Wall plane area

Up to 3% may count

Molding around windows and doors and ornamental framing that
groups windows into an architectural element count up to 3% of the
8% requirement.

Zoning Ordinance & Design Review Interpretation
Date:
Section/Topic:

October 21, 2019
19.06.025.D.2.b and 19.08.025.D.2.b. - Wall Planes;
Additional Setback

Issued By:
Endorsed By:

Chris Brewster, Contract City Planner
[PC/BZA, and date, if at all]

Summary of Requirement
The neighborhood design standards address building massing as an element of compatible design. Wall planes that are greater than 800 square feet require at least
25% of that wall plane to be setback an additional 4’ beyond the required side setback.

Interpretation
The additional setback in D.2.b. is different than projections or offsets in D.2.a. “Additional setback” is a measure that applies to the relationship to the side lot line,
based on the overall massing and volume of the building. “Projections” and “offsets” are measures that apply to a wall plane based on its size, regardless of how near
or far it is from the lot line. Therefore D.2.b has the following effect:
•
100% of any elevation may be established at 4’ beyond the minimum side setback, regardless of size.
•
100% of any elevation with a wall plane less than 800 s.f. may be established at any place behind the minimum side setback.
•	For wall planes larger than 800 square feet, 75% of the wall plan can be place at the minimum side setback or within 4 feet beyond the required side
setback, but the remaining 25% must be setback an additional 4 feet beyond the minimum setback.
All portions of wall planes, regardless of their location, must still be broken into smaller components with architectural details if they exceed 500 square feet (i.e.
windows and entrances; projections; off-sets, etc.) [See Wall Plane interpretation; see Side Setback interpretation; see Architectural Details interpretation]

Rationale
The intent of the building massing standards is to improve the relationships of buildings to adjacent lots – particularly for portions closest to the lot. The additional
setback implements this intent by requiring any building masses that appear larger than typical homes to have an additional 4’ required setback. This has the affect
of a “3 dimensional” setback, where only smaller structures or smaller portions of larger structures can be at or within 4’ of the required setback.
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Minimum

Any elevation that is more than 4’ behind the minimum side setback is not
affected by this standard and no additional setback is required, even if the
elevation is greater than 800 square feet.

Minimum

100% of any elevation under 800 s.f. may be placed at, or any place behind
the minimum side setback.

Minimum
Minimum

Only 75% of any elevation 800 s.f. or more may be placed at or within 4’ behind
the minimum side setback.

This orientation meets the requirement; if the wall plane is over 800 s.f., at least
25% of the wall plane is set back an additional 4’ due to the skew of the lot.

Zoning Ordinance & Design Review Interpretation
Date:
Section/Topic:

October 21, 2019
19.06.025.D.2.a and 19.08.025.D.2.a - Wall Planes;
Architectural Details

Issued By:
Endorsed By:

Chris Brewster, Contract City Planner
[PC/BZA, and date, if at all]

Summary of Requirement
The neighborhood design standards require building elevations to be broken down into smaller components with massing and details. The standards require wall
planes larger that 500 square feet to have architectural details that break up the massing. These may include projecting features (bay windows or ornamental details
at least 1.5’ deep), offsets or step-backs in the wall plane (at least 2’), or other permitted projections (porches, entry features, secondary masses).

Interpretation
Projections and offsets are measures that apply to a wall plane based on its size, regardless of how near or far it is to the lot line. Therefore D.2.a has the following
effect:
•
Wall planes that are 500 square feet or less require no features (other than the % of windows and doors).
•	Wall planes over 500 square feet must be broken into distinct masses of at least 20% of total wall plane. (projections, offsets, bay windows and other
architectural elements that provide at least 1.5’ projecting and 2’ offset of differentiation in the wall plane).

Rationale
The intent of the building massing standards is to break down the perceived scale of buildings, particularly for larger buildings. Using massing and architectural
features to break walls into smaller components makes buildings more human scale (sizes and proportions relatable to people) and creates better relationships to
adjacent lots and structures, which may be smaller.
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Wall planes that are 500 square feet or
less require no features (other than the
required % of windows and doors)

Porch

Gable

Garage
Canopy

Wall planes over 500 s.f. should have no portion
of more than 80% without breaking it up with
architectural details and massing projections or
offsets.

Very large elevations should use more complex massing
and offsets to ensure that no component of a wall plane
is more than 80% of the elevation without being broken
up by details, or massing.

Bump Outs Bay Window Chimney

Architectural details breaking up wall planes.

Wall planes with architectural details.

Zoning Ordinance & Design Review Interpretation
Date:
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October 21, 2019
19. 06. 08. 015.A Side Setback

Issued By:
Endorsed By:

Chris Brewster, Contract City Planner
[PC/BZA, and date, if at all]

Summary of Requirement
The side setbacks determine the extent of the buildable areas of lots by defining the closest a structure may be to a side lot line. In R-1A that distance is 7’ and in
R-1B that distance is 6’. Each district has an additional requirement of at least 20% of the lot width between each side. Buildings also need to be separated from any
existing building by at least 14’ in R-1A and 12’ in R-1B.

Interpretation
The setback requirements have the following effect:
•
All buildings shall meet the minimum required width setback on both sides.
•
Where lots are wider than the minimum, the required setback is greater based on 20% of the lot width.
•
The width is measured at the front setback line (or platted front building line, if applicable).
•
The required setback, to the extent a lot requires more than the minimum, may be apportioned in any way so that the cumulative side setback is 20%
between both sides.

Rationale
The intent of the side setback standard is to establish a minimum separation possible between adjacent buildings (the minimum side setback applied to each
adjacent lot) and includes a sliding scale that apportions the setback to the width of the lot (20% of width between both). While this intent is best met by placing
buildings in the center of lots (equal distance from potential buildings on each side), the standard was intends flexibility to apportion any required additional setback
to address different circumstances among different lots, blocks and adjacent buildings. Further, measuring the width (and basis for the 20% requirement) at the front
building line ties this standard most closely to the buildable area and the relationship between adjacent buildings.
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R-1B
Required Side Setback: 6’
Lot Width: 80’
20% Requirement: 16’
A

B

6’

10’
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8’

8’

...

...

any combination of 16’, with a
minimum of 6’ on each side, and
as long as the minimum building
separation is maintained.

